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Some make trek, others deterred from DNC
Journalism students work
for local, national media
outlets during convention

Threat of rain derails
College Democrats’
trip to Charlotte

Sarah Ellis

Amanda Coyne

ACOYNE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Skies were clear in Charlotte, N.C.,
early Thursday evening, but the threat of
rain still forced President Barack Obama’s
nomination acceptance speech to be
moved from the open-air, 75,000-seat
Bank of America Stadium.
Instead, he spoke in the 15,000-seat
Time Warner Cable Arena, leaving room
for only delegates in the much smaller
venue.
Among the would-be attendees shut out
from the convention was a group of more
than 50 USC students who had planned
on attending the event with the College
Democrats.
“We started planning the trip as soon as
we got word that the campaign was going
to try to get college students tickets,” said
Morgan Lowder, a third-year political
science student and president of College
Democrats at USC. “We worked hard to
get students signed up, and we got over
50.”
When news broke Tuesday that the
venue for Obama’s speech would be
changed and that only delegates would be
allowed in the arena, Lowder and many
other USC students who had planned on
hearing Obama’s speech were upset.
“I was disappointed, but I’m still fired
up,” said Mary-Elizabeth Phillips, a firstyear anthropology student who planned
on attending the convention.
With such short notice, there was little
time to adjust plans.
“It was a surprise,” Lowder said. “At that
time, we didn’t know what we were going

While nearly 6,000 political delegates
took hold of Charlotte, N.C., a smaller
delegation of a different kind represented
USC at t he Democrat ic Nat iona l
Convention this week.
USC’s senior Capstone Experience
program sent 19 journalism students
t o C h a r l o t t e , w h o t e a m e d w it h
professionals from six national and local
news organizations to report on the
convention.
In a crash-course internship at one
of the biggest events of the presidential
election season, the students reported,
shot and edited video; managed social
media; and ran errands alongside some
15,000 ot her media members from
around the nation and world.
Sid Bedingfield, a journalism professor,
and Charles Bierbauer, dean of the
College of Mass Communications and
Information Studies, began planning the
project at the start of this year, tapping
into their industry contacts to arrange
positions for the students.
The proximit y and timing of the
convention presented “too good an
opportunity to not take advantage of it,”
Bierbauer said.
The students were assigned to work
with teams from CNN, the Associated
P re s s , t he Nat ion a l Jou r n a l , t he
Charlotte Observer, Raycom’s Charlotte
and Columbia broadcast stations and
Time Warner Cable’s News 14 Carolina.
Adia Hamer, a fourth-year broadcast
journalism student, called her experience
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Students and others who were turned away from President Barack Obama’s Thursday
night speech in Charlotte, N.C., gathered at the Columbia Convention Center instead.
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Student robbed near Pickens bridge Police identify, arrest
Two men wanted for
strong-arm robbery
following Thursday incident
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Police are looking for two
men they say robbed a USC
st udent early Thu rsday
morning.
The st udent was walk ing
near the Pickens Street Bridge
around 12:10 a.m. Thursday,
when two men punched him in
the face and took an unknown
amount of money, according
to a police narrative provided
by Capt. Er ic Grabsk i, a
spokesman for USC’s Division
of Law E n forcement a nd
Safety. A full incident report
wasn’t available by press time.
Whether the student was on
the bridge or a nearby sidewalk
isn’t clear, Grabski said.
The two left on foot and are
described as slim black males
in their mid-20s, according to a
Carolina Alert sent to students
v ia email a nd tex t message
about an hour later.
O ne m a n , w it h a b e a rd ,
was wearing a white tank top
and dark pants; the other was
wearing a dark tank top and
dark pants, according to the
alert.
Following the incident, the
men f led on foot, according
to t he repor t , a nd of f icers
f rom t he D i v i s ion of L aw

Friday
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72°
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90°

64°

Enforcement a nd Safet y
a n d t h e C o l u m b i a Po l i c e
Department searched campus.
Grabsk i wasn’t su re what
exactly that search entailed,
but he said that in past similar
cases t hose searches are
comprehensive.
“I n past cases, we’ve
ex hausted a l l mea ns a nd
resources,” he said. “We don’t
leave any stone unturned.”
St i l l , b y 2:10 a . m ., t h at
search was complete, according
to a follow-up Carolina Alert,
and police hadn’t located the
suspects — or seen them on
campus.
They were spotted, though,
in su r veillance v ideo taken
on campus, and police have

released stills from those tapes
to t he media, in hopes t hat
someone will recognize them.
“Somebody knows who these
people are,” Grabski said, “and
we’re hoping that somebody
will say something.”
The case has been referred
to the State Law Enforcement
Div ision , a nd i n for m at ion
about the robber y was been
submitted to Crimestoppers,
accord i ng to Grabsk i, so a
cash reward will be offered for
information that leads to an
arrest.

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

Courtesy of USC Division of Law Enforcement and Safety

Police are looking for two men they think may be connected with a
strong-arm robbery on the Pickens Street Bridge early Thursday morning.

suspect in August
indecent exposure
Cops: Man took pictures of women,
masturbated near Patterson Hall
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

W he n a wom a n r e p or t e d s e e i n g a m a n
masturbating on campus last month, many details
about who he was weren’t clear.
A Ca rol i na A ler t ema i l sent to st udent s
described the suspect only as an “overweight” and
“possibly Hispanic” man with dark hair wearing
a T-shirt.
Now, police think they know
who he is.
Luis A lberto A rce Ruiz, 51,
of West Columbia, was arrested
Thursday morning in connection
with the incident and is charged
w it h indecent ex posure,
according to Capt. Eric Grabski,
a spokesman for USC’s Division
of Law Enforcement and Safety.
RUIZ
A criminal record check found
no prior arrests, according to the
State Law Enforcement Division.
At around 12:45 a.m. on Aug. 24, the witness
saw a man with his pants down and genitals
ex posed, sit t i ng i n a da rk blue C hev rolet
Trailblazer, which was parked at a meter near the
intersection of Bull and Devine streets, according
to an incident report and the Carolina Alert.
She also saw the man taking pictures of passing
women, according to the report.
But when he saw that she’d seen him, he fled,
EXPOSURE ● A2

“Lawless” review

First Lady Speech

Using your legs

Shia LaBeouf stars in
the Depression-era
film that combines
technological art and
violence.

Candidate spouse
speeches are important but should
not be a determining
factor for election
results.
See page A4

USC coach Steve
Spurrier said he’s
comfortable having the run game as
the main offensive
weapon.
See page B2

See page A5
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Air Force official talks leadership with cadets
Maj. Gen. Lawrence
Wells: ‘It’s about what
you do for others’
Matthew DeMarco

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Maj. Gen. Lawrence Wells wasn’t
always particularly fond of flying.
Now one of the highest-ranking
officials in the U.S. Air Force, Wells
began in a training plane, the T-37,
and his instructor sat right next to
the pilot — and constantly yelled
about every mistake he made.
Speaking to a group of about 50 Air
Force ROTC cadets, Wells discussed
his background, his experiences in
the military and his advice on how to
become a better leader.
He began with his family. Both of
his parents were in the military, and
that influenced him to enter the Air
Force Academy.
He graduated in 1978 and said
that while he was there, he “spent
four years being a mediocre to poor
cadet.”
When Wells graduated, he “didn’t
understand leadership,” he said, but
all that began to change when he
went to fl ight school after graduation.
It was there that he began enjoying
flying.
The T-37 was replaced by the T-38
as the standard training plane.
I n t hat pla ne, t he t ra i n i ng
instructor was seated in a separate
cockpit, behind the pilot.
“I had never been alone and in
charge of myself,” Wells said.
That feeling, he said, “gave me a
joy.” That’s when Wells fi nally found
his calling.
Shortly after that fi rst fl ight in the
T-38, he rose up the ranks.
He was soon offered t he
opportunity to become one of the
first six A ir Force pilots to f ly an
F-16.
“If I had been a better cadet, I
wouldn’t have been flying the F-16,”
Wells said.
As he rose through the ranks he
soon became a squadron commander.
“I learned as commander to take
care of everybody ... (and to) work as
a unit,” he said.

From there, he began fl ying U-2
reconnaissance planes at 80,000 feet,
wearing $250,000 suits as he did so,
he said.
“You f ly so high you can see the
curvature of the earth,” Wells said.
But after a few years, Wells began
driving the pilotless Global Hawk ;
his last deploy ment was f ly ing a
refueling plane in the Middle East.
On assignments like that, “it’s all
about teamwork,” he said.
G ood leaders, Wel ls sa id, a re
p e ople w ho mot i v at e , de velop ,
recognize and inspire the people
around them.
“It’s not about you,” he said. “It’s
about what you do for others.”
Photos by Andrew Askins / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

Maj. Gen. Lawrence Wells, a high-ranking Air Force official, discusses
leadership and his personal history at USC’s ROTC Center midday Thursday.

EXPOSURE ● Continued
from A1
heading up Bull Street
toward Greene Street,
according to the
report.
That’s the moment
that may have solved
the case.
The woma n took
note of his license plate
number and gave it to

police.
That led them
to Ruiz, who she
identified in a lineup,
according to Grabski.
Other wit nesses
ide nt i f ie d t he s a me
man, Grabski said.
“That was probable
c au s e f o r u s t o g e t
t he a r re st wa r ra nt ,”
Grabski said.
A judge set bail of

Doing it

$3,000 a few hours after
t he Thursday arrest,
according to the Alvin
S. Glen n Detent ion
Center website, a nd
Ru iz was released
around midday.

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
news
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to do.”
Luckily for the group, the
South Carolina Democratic
Part y invited those with
convention credentials from
across the state — including
USC students — to a watch
p a r t y at t he C olu mbi a
Metropolitan Conference
Center.
“ We won’t let
thunderstorms dampen our
spirits because we are still
fi red up and ready to go to
reelect President Obama and
Democrats up and down the
ticket,” the SCDP wrote in
a release.
Democrats from around
t he state t urned out for
the party, including Alex
Papadopoulos, the Obama
campaign’s state director,
and Columbia Mayor Steve
Benjamin.
The College Democrats
planned to be active in the
campaign to reelect Obama,
start ing w it h a “Day of
Action,” registering voters in
Fayetteville, N.C., on Sept.
15.
“Instead of just sitting
back a nd t a l k i ng about
Demo c r at ic p ol it ic s —
which we’ll still do — I want
to get st udents involved
and active in the political
process,” Lowder said.

Kelsey Duncan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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working with AP “the opportunity of a
lifetime.”
Hamer was tasked with gathering
research, assisting with videography,
conducting interviews and running
errands from the convention floor to
the AP office.
Her most challenging assignment,
she said, was tracking down a Google
professional somewhere in the city by
asking around and going on a hunch,
then rushing to set up and conduct an
interview.
“It literally took 3 1/2 hours to get a 3
1/2 minute interview,” Hamer said.
I n t he process, st udent s began
nav igat i ng t he med ia’s cha ng i ng
landscape. For some, that meant taking
to social media.
Pau l i a Hu g he s , a f ou r t h-ye a r
broadcast journalism student, tweeted
updates for CNN’s Headline News
Network, whose producers consulted
her on other ways to reach out to
younger audience members, she said.
Working at an event with the scale
and prominence of the convention has
its professional benefits, too.
“(It) gives you insight and becomes
something of an audition,” Bierbauer
said. “It’s a chance to test out what
you’ve learned in the classroom and ...
helps you focus your ambitions.”
That’s a sentiment students echoed as
well, as many said they felt prepared to
apply what they had been taught.
“Everything our professors have
taught us ... is happening right here,”
Hughes said. “This is seeing everything
in action.”

FOLLOW
US
@thegamecock

While working at the convention has
its professional advantages, it has civic
benefits as well.
“I’m really just enjoying seeing a
lot of South Carolina representatives
show up,” Hamer said, adding that she
has an interest in reporting on politics
and local news. “We’re with some of
the most powerful ... politicians in the
country, right here in Charlotte.”
And, Bierbauer added, working at
the convention carries a certain civic
significance for the students.
“It’s important because it’s part of
the larger picture of civic and political
engagement,” Bierbauer said. “Far too
many voters who go to the polls are
only semi-informed ... It’s easy to be
disdainful of the political process. If
you start to grasp how that unfolds
and penetrates ... it makes you a better
citizen.”
But being immersed in the process
has meant a lot of work, too, and while
Hamer had a demanding schedule
and challenging tasks, she said the
convention experience has affirmed
her confidence in her skills and her
professional future.
“It wasn’t an option to not make
[an assignment] happen. Failure is not
an option — not for AP, not for the
Democratic National Convention, no
way. Challenge accepted,” Hamer said.
“I can do this. I can work and drive
and make a living ... doing things I’m
actually passionate about and going to
school for.”

Kelsey Duncan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news

got prescriptions?
it’s time to transfer them!

order reﬁlls online
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spirit today?

?

Gamecock
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Reward: $25
Barnes & Noble Giftcard or $25
on your CarolinaCard

Michael was rewarded
last
week for wearing Gam
ecock
colors on Friday! Show
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u
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Uninvited males ruin
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Student ticketing
delay unacceptable
For an entire week, a campus full of
frustrated students who were unable to get
season passes have been waiting for news on
how to secure a ticket to the home opener
against East Carolina on Saturday. This
Thursday afternoon, we finally received those
instructions in
an email and are
“This is no
now scrambling,
longer, as the
with a day left
before the game,
email from
to tr y to get a
student ticketing seat.
If that wasn’t
Thursday
bad enough
afternoon so
a l ready, t here
nicely stated, a
was a major
‘slight technical p r oble m w it h
this email.
problem.’ This is T h e m e s s a g e
stated that
a fiasco.”
t ic k et s wou ld
be canceled if they hadn’t been claimed
by Thursday at 5 p.m. The email was sent
Thursday at 5 p.m.
There are, more than likely, students
who wished to cancel their tickets but had
already claimed them before receiving these
instructions, in fear of being penalized by the
system if they didn’t. Now, in order to cancel
these claimed tickets, students are required
to send individual emails to Ticketing asking
to have their tickets dropped. Unless the
Ticketing staff turn into robots, there’s a slim
chance they will be able to manually process
all of these requests in the span of one day,
especially with a campus of 30,000 students
and a department that has routinely proved
it can rarely get anything right the first time
around.
There’s no reason that trying to attend a
football game should be this difficult. This
is no longer, as the email from Ticketing
on Thursday afternoon so nicely stated, a
“slight technical problem.” This is a fiasco,
one caused by poor communication and
a severe lack of organization that has now
left consequences for us to suffer. Student
ticketing needs to get it together, and it needs
to do so now — or, at the very least, before the
next home game.

Candidate spouse speeches just for show
Biased testimonies
helpful but not reliable
We l l , t h a t ’s a w r a p . T h i s
presidential election’s conventions
have come and gone, and they were
about as typical as one would expect.
It wouldn’t be American politics if
it hadn’t been filled with plenty of
mudslinging. Throw in a healthy dose
of hyperbole and heartstring plucking (e.g., the
family whose financial
well-being completely
depends on their health
insurance’s coverage of
their young daughter)
and you’ve got yourself
Max
rigmarole as predictable
Stolarczyk a s t h e c r o w d s f o r
First-year
t h e p a r t i e s : o l d e r,
international
presumably wealt hy,
business student
wh it e fol k s for t he
Republicans and a youthful, diverse
and perhaps more energetic audience
for the Democrats.
However, there was one exception
to the usual formula. Out of the
blue, first lady Michelle Obama gave
an awf ully powerf ul speech as a
testament to her husband’s character
and determination to ensure a better
America for the generations whose
parents were unable to f lourish in
t heir pu rsu it of happiness. The
media are already gobbling up her
speech, positing that she may have
stolen the spotlight. They’ve even
gone so far as to report an analysis
of the speech’s intellectual value that
deemed it written at a 12th-grade
level, the highest of any speech given
by a nominee’s wife. In case you
were wondering, Ann Romney’s was
apparently written at a seventh-grade

level. Michelle Obama’s speech was
incredibly well delivered and equally
well written, and that’s all fine and
dandy. But does a nominee’s wife
really have anything valuable to add?
Before I’m heralded as a hateful
misogynist, I’d just like to clarify that
it’s not so much the wife herself but her
perspective of her husband. In a perfect
world, no one would know a president
better than his significant other,
but would one expect anything less
than unconditional and resounding
support in a speech from a first wife?
Granted, t hey ser ve as excellent
tools in giving shape to a persona to
which the average person can relate,
but aside from that, their speeches
are nothing more than a vessel for
campaign strategy. In a macroscopic
sense, the speeches from President
Barack Obama and Mitt Romney’s
wives helped round out the image their
campaigns are trying to portray their
nominees as, but beyond that it’s really
no more than showmanship. That
may be an inherent part of politics,
but perhaps that’s why there’s a need
for fact checkers upon fact checkers:
The focus on flash, rather than bang,
breeds misinformation.
In the political arena, the opinions
of once-competitors and skeptics
hold much more weight than wives
who are lawfully wedded and devoted
to the nominees in the first place.
There is simply more intrinsic value
to testimony and support from neutral
or unexpected sources, especially ones
with little to gain from a presidency.
In the weeks coming to our election,
be wary of sources before you’re too
quick to praise. You wouldn’t ask
coach Steve Spurrier what his favorite
college football team is, would you?

Mor e t h a n 1,0 0 0 wome n
flocked to the Horseshoe on Bid
Day, an event that is supposed to
mark a exciting day but is often
turned into a gawking session for
the fraternity men who gather
around to watch what they call
the “running of the pigs.”
Obnoxious, rude and often
belligerent, the uninvited males,
who act more like
pigs t hemselves,
line up on t he
Horseshoe to
watch the plethora
of girls run to their
new sororities. For
t he u n for t u nate
Whitney
girls who end up
Smith
falling in the rush
Second-year
to find their new
journalism
student
families, they not
only have to face
the embarrassment of getting
up from their tumble but also
the embarrassment of a gaggle
of boorish men who savor the
schadenfreude as well.
Many schools, like t he
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill, have banned the
presence of male students at Bid
Day ceremonies to create an event
centered around the welcoming of
new members rather than having
them parade in front of a group of
boisterous males.
W it hout f rater n it y men
coming to see “which sorority
has the hottest new pledge class,”
the ceremony would be more of a
celebration of the arrival of new
members, rather than a time to
worry about embarrassing oneself
in front of a churlish audience,
who are likely to turn an exciting
memory into a humiliating one.
I hope future members will not
have to endure the things that have
occurred on previous Bid Days, as
the ceremony will become less of
a notoriously parodied event and
more of a distinguished time for
women as they embark on the
journey of sisterhood and lifelong
commitment.

Economic liberalism damaging in long run
Recent tendencies toward leftist policies
encourage selﬁshness, lavish spending
A cultural shift in the United States is evident.
Examples of this f luctuation abound, from the
acceptance of nudity in television programming to
the change in perceptions of abortion to opinions of
what defines marriage. This shift is not limited to
social issues, however, as it extends into the economic
spectrum as well. In December 2011, the Huffington
Post published an article referencing a Pew Research
Center poll that showed that 49 percent of Americans
between the ages of 18 and 29 held a favorable view of
socialism, while only 46 percent had positive feelings
toward capitalism. While some may argue that leftleaning social engineering will benefit America in the
years ahead, what about leftist economic policies?
Mirroring the Marxist disdain for the bourgeoisie,
Sen. Patty Murphy, a Democrat from Washington
state, stated in July that her party would block any
extension of the George W. Bush tax cuts that did not

call for “the wealthy to pay their fair share.” But what
is their fair share? According to the Congressional
Budget Office, the top 1 percent of wage earners pay 39
percent of American income taxes, while
the top 20 percent of earners contribute
94 percent of U.S. income tax revenue.
With the U.S. already boasting the most
progressive income tax structure in the
developed world, exactly what more do
leftist leaders want? The same Pew poll
revealed that 59 percent of Democrats
Stevan
claim a favorable view of socialism.
Novakovic Anyone doubtful of a cultural shift need
Fourth-year
only compare the Democrats of days
business student
gone by such as George Wallace, Strom
Thurmond and Lester Maddox to current leaders like
Patty Murphy, Maxine Waters and Keith Ellison.
One important example of the cultural shift,
however, is the apparent lack of outrage over the
impending increase in estate taxes if the Bush tax cuts
are not extended. For hundreds of years, Americans

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
V ie w p oi nt s p a g e i s t o s t i mu l at e
discussion in the University of South
Carolina community.
All published authors are expected
to provide logical arguments to back
their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters to
the editor, guest columns and feedback
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via email to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

have upheld rather than vilified the virtues of
diligence, thrift, resourcefulness and, consequently,
economic prosperity. There are even biblical principles
discouraging debt (Proverbs 22) , encouraging
profitabilit y (Matthew 25) and even leaving an
inheritance for one’s children and grandchildren
(Proverbs 13) that are ingrained into many American
minds. If the cuts expire, individual penalty-free
bequests will be limited, and any inheritance in excess
of $1 million will be taxed at 55 percent. Even the “gift
tax” exemption that allows individuals to give portions
of their wealth while still alive will be negated. The
change will be especially difficult for family farmers
who are forced to hold nearly $1 million per farm in
land equity and equipment alone to remain competitive
and family-owned businesses with similar situations.
Penalizing success stymies entrepreneurship and
engenders selfishness. A culture that punishes the
recipients of inheritance encourages individuals to
consume for themselves and focus on the present, not
the future.

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
colu m ns. Colu m n ist s shou ld keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily
Gamecock, let us know about it. Email sagcked@mailbox.
sc.edu and we will print the correction in our next issue.
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Depression-era film brings together
technological art, bloody violence
Tyler Simpson

TSIMPSON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

“Lawless”
NOW IN THEATERS

Director: John Hillcoat
Starring: Tom Hardy, Shia LaBeouf,
Guy Pearce
Rating: R for strong bloody violence,
language, sexuality/nudity
“ L awle s s” wa l k s a cer t a i n l i ne b et ween
independent art house cinema and action thriller
that past fi lms like “Drive” (2011) have taken.
This t ype of direction makes it difficult to
determine what kind of audience the movie is for,
but “Lawless” does present something for fans of
both genres.
In the technological categories, it delivers the
art house , and the thrills mostly come from its
bloody violence.
The movie is based on Matt Bondurant‘s 2008
novel “The Wettest County in the World,” which
tells the story of his bootlegging ancestors and

gives the movie a folk myth.
In the Prohibition era, we follow Bondurant
brot her s For re st ( Tom H a rd y) , Jack (Sh ia
LaBeouf ) and Howard ( Jason Clarke), who use
their bar as a front for a liquor bootlegging
business. It’s pretty successful with the locals and
even the police, who look the other way because
they know better than to mess with the older
Bondurants.
Young Jack, however, is a different story. He
wants to do more than drive around helping with
deliveries, but he can’t even bring himself to pull
the trigger when necessary. This brings a “coming
of age” element to the story as Jack learns from his
brothers that the path to being a man depends less
on his actions than he anticipated.
The law event ually catches up w it h t hese
boys when the feds call special deputy Charley
Rakes (Guy Pearce) to handle the boys’ illicit
activities. He establishes a fee for those who wish
to continue bootlegging, and for those who don’t
pay, it often comes down to barbaric tactics.
Once the actual rivalry between Rakes and the
Bondurant brothers comes into play, the tension
starts rising to an unbearable level driven by
violent shootouts and bloody beatdowns.
The only characters completely underwritten
are the female ones. Jessica Chastain plays Maggie
Beauford, a dancer from Chicago who leaves to
escape the dangerous life she led. This really
isn’t explored, and her character doesn’t see any
development, making her merely a simple love

interest for Forrest. It’s a sweet romance, though.
Mia Wasikowska is in the same position as
Bertha Minnix, the preacher’s daughter Jack has
his eyes on. The romantic attraction between her
and Jack hardly does anything for the story in
terms a romantic tension.
So yes, “Lawless” does endeavor and mostly fail
with the story, but where the movie really succeeds
is with its incredible cast and technicalities.
As the youngest of the brothers, LaBeouf fi nally
steps out of the shadow that was the creatively
bankrupt “Transformers” series. But when he’s
placed in scenes with the film’s real treasures
Hardy and Pearce, he’s overmatched and delivers
the voice-over narration dully.
But Hardy owns the movie in every scene he’s
in, giving Forrest a convincing hillbilly swagger.
As the wondrously creepy Rakes, Pearce skillfully
amplifies the menace in his character without
going becoming cartoonish.
I n t h e t e c h n i c a l c at e g o r ie s , “ L a w le s s”
is st u n n i ngly photog raphed w it h t he
ci nematog raphy a nd set det a il successf u lly
drawing us 80 years into the past.
Though every plot point is predictable three
scenes in advance, “Lawless” still delivers with the
violence, some surprising hilarity and some very
noteworthy performances.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

Columbia hosts Beethoven sonatas
Violinist Aaron Berofsky and pianist
Phillip Bush will be performing Ludwig
van Beethoven’s complete sonatas for
violin and piano over the course of a
three-day concert series this weekend at
the Columbia Museum of Art.
T he conc er t s b eg i n ton ight a nd
cont inue t hrough Sunday. A ll t hree
concer t s st ar t at 7 p.m. w it h doors
opening at 6 p.m.
The Beethoven program is the result of
a prolonged collaboration between Bush
and Berofsky. Last year, they premiered
the complete sonatas at New York City’s
Merkin Hall to much acclaim. Now, as
part of the Columbia Museum of Art’s
Baker and Baker series, Bush, also a USC
faculty member, and Berosky bring their
talent to Columbia.
Tickets are dramatically discounted
for students, $15 for a three-night pass
and $5 for a single night.
— Compiled by Grace Shepard
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David Olney

Courtesy of Paul Needham

Veteran folk musician
to play Conundrum
with Sergio Webb
Megan Krystofik

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

He’s worked his way through the
indust r y wit h an impressive and
aged discography, beginning with
1981’s “Contender” and ending with
2012’s “The Stone.” His songs have
filtered through the music world,
picking up covers from greats like
Emmylou Harris and Johnny Cash.
David Olney, a vetted folk artist,
is returning to Columbia for his fi rst
South Carolina show in fi ve years.
The singer/songwriter will perform
with an acoustic and electric guitarist
tonight at Conundrum Music Hall.
Olney and multi-instrumentalist
Sergio Webb combined forces in
2007 and put on a show that meshes
classic vaudevillian comedy acts with
music and lyrical acrobatics. The duo
thrives on touring, taking as much
time as possible to perform in smallscale music venues and festivals in
both the U.S. and Europe.
“Sout h Carol i na is a really
interesting place to me, and we’re
really excited to come play here for
you guys,” Olney said.
Fo r O l n e y, o n e o f t h e m o s t
i nt r ig u i ng aspect s of t he music
business is hav ing t he lu x ur y to
travel and explore new locations and
cultures.
“People save up for a long time in
order to afford a trip to Europe, and
for me to be able to go there and get
paid for it ... that’s pretty awesome,”

Olney said.
But of all the places he’s played —
from the deep South to the stretches
of Europe — what’s his favorite? He
has a newfound love for Amsterdam,
where h is daughter is c u r rent ly
living.
“The people there are great —
really supportive,” Olney said.
Olney’s new series of thematic
m i n i-albu ms, “Dav id Olney
Presents: Film Noir,” produced by
Deadbeat Records, earned its place
in t he Philadelphia Cit y Paper’s
“Top 10 Roots Albums of 2011.” A
second mini-album, “The Stone,”
centers around a renewed account
of the Easter story from assorted
perspectives.
One of his most memorable songs,
“Titanic,” tells the tragic story of the
sunken ship — from the perspective
of an iceberg.
“There have been a lot of songs
written about the Titanic disaster,
but as far as I know, this is the only
one from the iceberg’s point of view,”
Olney said.
The singer is often spotted with a
fedora — Olney said not to hold his
lack of a cowboy hat against him —
and witty charm. And between his
acclaimed tunes and crowd-pleasing
persona, the show will make good
use of any audience.
Columbia folk artist Todd Mathis
will open tonight’s show. Tickets
are $10 at the door. Doors open at
7 p.m., and the show starts at 8 p.m.

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

Courtesy of Stacie Huckeba

Folk artist David Olney complements his music with his fedora and charming wit.
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HOUSING

EMPLOYMENT

WELCOME BACK! HUNDREDS OF
HOUSES & APARTMENTS!
We have 1 and 2bdrm’s available
starting at $290 to $800. Pet’s
Ok! In many. 803-799-1333, www.
rentmartonline.com RENTMART
Email rrentmart@sc.rr.com
DORM BLUES? LOOKING FOR A
HOUSE INSTEAD?
We have hundreds of houses
available. ALL AREAS SIZES &
PRICES! 2, 3, & 4BEDROOMS.
Prices start at $450 to $2250
Some with Pet’s Ok! 803-799-1333
or www.rentmartonline.com Email
rrentmart@sc.rr.com
1b, 1000sqft. fully renovated.
Asking $600/mo OBO.
Call 546-3262 with ?s

LINE AD RATES
1st insertion: $2.50 / line
Subsequent: $1.50 / line

FLYER for USC Games and
Special Events
Looking for people to hand out
flyers at USC Games and other
special events for TLC
Sports Bar & Kelly’s Pub.
Hours and days will vary, very
flexible. Call 240-2166 or email
JennZagata@gmail.com
Email JennZagata@gmail.com
BARTENDERS NEEDED!!!
TLC Sports Bar & Kelly’s Pub
need bartenders. Positive attitude
and desire to make $ required.
Experience NOT necessary.
Call 240-2166
Email JennZagata@gmail.com

ADDITIONAL INFO
Two line minimum
Avg. line length of 30
characters

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available
for addt’l cost

NO NITES NO WKNDS PULL
HARDWARE CUT BLINDS
PT *8.25 HR *DRUG TEST
REQUIRED* CALL BETWEEN 9AM
-3PM to set up app for interview.
256-1646 Stier Supply. Must
bring schedule to interview. When
semester changes can adjust
schedule.

EMPLOYMENT
Real Estate Investment Firm-Part
time or Intern needed for Real
Estate Investment/Development
Firm. You will learn valuable
information about our industry, real
estate, economy and investments
as well as boost your professional
resume. This is a once in a lifetime
opportunity! Real estate or finance
majors are preferred.
Call Joe - 803-803-361-2461

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day
prior to publication

OPPORTUNITIES
$BARTENDING$, $300/Day
Potential, NO EXPERIENCE NEC.
Training Available.
800-965-6520 XT253

Go to www.dailygamecock.com and click on “Classifieds” to place your online &/or print ads. Upload your image(s) & manage your own account in one convenient place!
*FREE ONLINE ADS! Available only to USC students, faculty & staff. Just use your sc.edu email address.
Questions or special requests, call 777-3888 • Office hours: M-F 8:30am- 5pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

PHD • JORGE CHAM

THE SCENE
TOMORROW
FULL COLOR FOOTAGE,
JURASSIC HEAT,
DEAD SURF

TODAY
MAGNETIC FLOWERS, MECHANICAL
RIVER, RACHEL GOODRICH
8:30 p.m., $5 over 21 / $7 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

HOROSCOPES

Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

A n insider tip leads to
a great bargain. It’s not
a good time to gamble
or t ravel. Somet h i ng
u nu s u a l i s g o i n g o n
behind t he scenes.
Review your plans one
more time, and then soar.

Obligat ions could
interfere with fun. Get
t he important t hings
done quickly so that you
can play with friends.
Or have your f riends
help with chores while
you have a good time
together.

You’re entering a twoday partnership phase.
Behind the scenes work
pays off. Fix something
at home that’s broken.
Don’t ask for favors
now. Someone makes
anot her brilliant
discovery.

Wo r k c h a l l e n g e s
abound, and overcoming
them leads to
advancement and extra
income. Consult experts.
Take care of your health,
t o o. E at nut r it io n a l
foods, take a walk and
rest.

Hold t he posit ion
you’ve t aken, but
u se i m ag i nat ion a nd
creat iv it y to improve
it a nd m a ke it more
exciting and fun. Your
partner is enthralled. Be
a perfectionist.

See what you ca n do
for ot hers, but don’t
overextend to the point
that you forget to take
care of yourself. Talk
philosophy around the
dinner table. Relax.

W hat are you waiting
for? Now is the time to
step out of your comfort
zone and go for what
you truly believe in. Set
long-range goals over
the next two days.

More g roup ef for t is
needed, or at least more
creative thinking. Call
f or a b r a i n s t or m i n g
session. Provide value.
D o n’t e x p a nd t o o
r a p i d l y, e s p e c i a l l y
without considering the
costs.

Taurus

Gemini

When you’re hot, you’re
hot. Enjoy your time in
the spotlight, but don’t
burn any bridges. Avoid
gossip about your job.
A dva nce to t he nex t
level.

Cancer

You may be temporarily
overwhelmed. There’s
not h i ng w rong w it h
bei ng mellow for a
couple of days. More
profits are headed your
way, if you’re willing to
wait.

Virgo

Libra

Scorpio

Be gracious to a
jerk . You r t he or y i s
challenged. Hold on to
what you’ve acquired,
or it could slip away. A
light touch works better.
Query a person of many
talents.

DAVID OLNEY
W/ SERGIO WEBB
7 p.m. doors /
8 p.m. show, $10
Conundrum Music
Hall, 626 Meeting St.

THE DIAPHONE,
CASSANGLES
8 p.m. doors /
9 p.m. show, $5
Conundrum Music Hall
626 Meeting St.

09/07/12

Capricorn

Aquarius

Pisces

Defend your position;
they’ll understand. It’s
a good time for a gettoget her. Orga n ize a
group hike and get the
exercise you need. Don’t
take a f ina ncial risk.
Provide information.

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

S

JOSH ROBERTS & THE
HINGES CD RELEASE
8 p.m. doors /
10 p.m. show, $12
5 Points Pub
2020 Devine St.

9 p.m., $5 over 21 /
$8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern
122 State St.

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
tud
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

09/07/12

1 2 3 4

for 9/06/12

1 Spiced tea
5 Nerdy guy in
“Meatballs”
9 Center of Florida?
14 Deep-tissue
massage pioneer
Ida
15 Half up front?
16 Big wheel from
Holland?
17 City in 22-Down
18 Coast-to-coast
hwy.
19 Barn nestling
20 Flip
23 Write (down)
24 Camera with
interchangeable
parts
25 “... if not cheaper”
28 Flip
32 Eats more of than
is wise, with “on”
33 Cut the crop
34 Lettre recipient,
perhaps
35 Florida county
renamed to
include its largest
city
38 Travel, in a way
39 Rapper-turnedactor
40 Egg opening?
41 Zen master’s
riddle
43 Tobacco co.
based in
Winston-Salem
45 Flip
50 Chemical relative
51 Pay stub abbr.
52 French article
54 Flip
58 Ltr. accompaniers
60 __ Honor
61 Frost
62 Good thing not to
wear in a
rainstorm
63 “Bingo!”
64 When Valjean is
released from
prison
65 Continue until
66 Hockey Hall of
Famer __
Stewart
67 Flightless bird
DOWN
1 Chesapeake Bay
haul
2 Shop alternative
3 One of the Greek

Furies
4 Conditional words
5 Defense
mechanisms
6 He ruled jointly
with Ivan V for
nearly 14 years
7 “Don’t leave
home without it”
co.
8 Sunscreen
element
9 Vacation for the
self-employed?
10 Secretary of state
after Albright
11 Good street for
playing
12 Inspired poetry
13 Body pic
21 Teacher’s grad
deg.
22 17-Across’s state
26 Roughly
27 Distraught state
29 Duff Beer server
30 Concert venue
31 Not gross
35 Diana’s escort __
al-Fayed
36 National rival
37 No longer
together
38 Bind
39 “Mr. Chicago”
journalist

Solutions from 09/06/12

Kupcinet
41 Israeli
parliament
42 Storybook heavy
43 Stock clerk’s
charge
44 Dench of “Iris”
46 Leader with a
shoestring
budget?
47 Cold remedy in
LiquiCaps
48 “Mayor”
memoirist
49 Connect
53 Arab League

member
55 “__’ Eyes”:
Eagles hit
56 Actor Rob
57 Blacken
58 Journal ending
59 Sister or mother
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Year
All in a

Shaw to face familiar foe
in East Carolina
Paulina Berkovich

PBERKOVICH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

File Photo

W

h a t
a
difference
a year
makes –
and yet
s o m e
t hings
never seem to change.
I n 2 0 11 , q u a r t e r b a c k
C o n n o r S h a w, t h e n a
sophomore, was named
S o ut h C a r ol i n a’s s t a r t e r
just days before the seasonopener against East Carolina.
He quick ly made t hat
decision look like a mistake,
turning the ball over on the
Gamecocks’ first possession
and struggling to a three-andout in the second.
Fac i n g h i m w a s s e n ior
quarterback Dominique Davis,
now a member of the Atlanta
Falcons. He guided the Pirates
to a 17-0 lead before senior
Stephen Garcia spearheaded a
Gamecock comeback. Garcia
was dismissed from the team
after USC’s loss to Auburn,
opening the door for Shaw
once again.
In the first game of 2012, it
was Shaw who willed USC to
its first victory, overcoming
a “deep bone bruise” in the
right shoulder to lead t he
fourth-quarter scoring drive
that secured a 17-13 victory
o v e r Va n d e r b i l t . B u t a s
Shaw’s familiar opponent of
ECU comes to Columbia on
Saturday, coach Steve Spurrier
said Shaw will not play against
ECU if h is shou lder is in
pain, though he will take the
decision all t he way u nt il

“We’re a team, and we
are confident in whoever
goes back there.
— T.J. Johnson
gametime.
T he wa it t h is week has
brought back shades of the
uncertainty of last year, even
though the characters have
cha nged. The G amecock s
plan to start sophomore Dylan
Thompson as quarterback if
Shaw is unable to play. Just
like last year, the mantra from
the team this week has been
preparing to win no matter
who the signal-caller is.
“We’re a team, and we are
conf ident in whoever goes
back there,” said senior center
T.J. Johnson. “We believe in
Dylan (Thompson), we believe
i n S e t h [St r ic k l a nd ], we
believe in [Andrew] Clifford.
Whoever goes back there, we
will block the same for them,
and we believe in all of them.”
If the Gamecocks learned
a ny t h i ng f rom last yea r’s
season-opener, it was that they
should not underestimate the
Pirates as an opponent.
“Just being ready [is the
biggest lesson from last year],”
said senior linebacker Shaq

Wilson. “Going out t here
playing full speed. Being ready
and [knowing] that these guys
can play football. They are a
good team and they can win.
Last year, we weren’t ready.
We got down early. Also, we
showed that we can come back
and get a big win.”
Spurrier said small schools
outside major conferences
often present a challenge to
well-established programs.
“ I don’t h ave t he ex ac t
reason for it,” Spurrier said.
“They really come to play.
It’s a huge victory for them
if they’re able to beat a big
college team, and it’s not that
big a deal for the big college
school, so you have a lot of
tight games. [ECU will] be
ready to play. They had a
really good chance to get us
last year. They sort of fumbled
it away. They all know that
they can play with us ver y
well.”
But with all the changes for
both teams, this game will
take on dimension completely

different from last year’s. USC
has lost not only Garcia, but
also w ide receiver A lshon
Jeffery, who moved into third
all-time in receiving yards for
South Carolina with his 92
yards that day. East Carolina’s
defense has been reshuff led
after it lost three key players
from its secondary.
“I think we played pretty
w e l l l a s t y e a r,” s a id c o offensive coordinator Shawn
Elliott. “We can play a lot
better. It’s going to be a whole
different ball game. We’ve
got new guys. They’ve got
new guys. They’ve got new
ideas, same as us. So we will
see what happens out there on
Saturday. I don’t even reflect
on last year’s game.”
Host ing t he game g ives
USC an additional reason to
be optimistic. The Gamecocks
have defended their home turf
well in recent years.
“[We’re] looking forward
to being back home here at
Williams-Brice,” Spurrier
said. “We’ve won 18 of the

USC vs. ECU

last 21 here. We should feel
comfortable here at home.
Hopefully we’ll get our offense
a little on track. Hopefully we
can pitch it around better than
we have, but the object is to
win the game.”
A year changes a lot, but not
everything. No matter who
takes the field, the Gamecocks
will take the field Saturday
confident that they will leave
with their second win.
“This year we just have to
be ready, going f ull speed,
having fun and just enjoying
t h e h o m e a t m o s p h e r e ,”
Wilson said. “We take this
game really seriously. This is
the most important game of
our lives. It is the next game.
It is win No. 2 coming up. We
just got to do what we got to
do to get the W.
“The fun is in the winning.
We just got to go out there
and give it our best.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

Saturday, September 8, 2012 at Williams-Brice Stadium
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Rush attack still priority

Spurrier not concerned
with Shaw’s aggressive style
Isabelle Khurshudyan

IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

In a matter of four days, South Carolina coach
Steve Spurrier had changed his tune.
After the offense tallied just 67 passing yards in
the season opener against Vanderbilt, Spurrier was
glum when discussing his offense during a Sunday
teleconference.
“Sometimes we had time to throw and we took off
running,” Spurrier said. “Sometimes we didn’t have
time to throw and took off running. We only threw
14 passes and we must have called 30, but nothing
much good was happening when we called a pass.”
But when it was t i me for Tuesday ’s press
conference, Spurrier said running the ball with
quarterback Connor Shaw and tailback Marcus
Lattimore for most of the game was part of the
formula to win against the Commodores. Though
Shaw’s legs are a st rengt h, his arm has been
questionable, especially with an ailing shoulder that
could keep him out of Saturday’s starting lineup.
Spurrier said on his call-in show Thursday night
that Shaw’s status is still up in the air and will be a
game-time decision.
“As a coach I don’t think you ever put a player on
the field that is in pain and is going to get hurt,”
Spurrier said. “Last week he said, ‘I can play; I
can go in there.’ Doctor says he can go play, and
of course every time he fell on his back or on his
shoulder — wherever — he got up in a little pain
there, and you know, I don’t think anyone wants to
see that.”
Because Shaw relies on his running ability so
much, he can be an injury risk. When a quarterback
moves out of the pocket, there are fewer restrictions
on how he can be hit, but Spurrier said he encourages
Shaw not to slide. Spurrier also didn’t think it was
a dirty play in which Shaw was injured against
the Commodores. Shaw had 92 rushing yards at
Vanderbilt.
“Some people think you ought to slide feet fi rst,
but he did that against Nebraska and the guy speared
him, hit him in the head,” Spurrier said. “I think the
way he is running and getting down is the way you’re
supposed to do it. Get all you can and get down.
They generally don’t spear you on the ground. That
could be a penalty. The other night, the guy’s knee,
just as he was coming in, he sort of slowed down
and he sort of kneed him. It just happened. When it

happened, (I thought), ‘How in the world did he get
hurt on that play?’ There was no smash or anything,
but it just sort of happened.”
If Shaw is unable to play, Dylan Thompson is the
first backup, though seniors Seth Strickland and
Andrew Clifford would likely also see playing time
if Thompson is ineffective. Spurrier said he’s been
working on getting his confidence up in practice this
week, where Shaw didn’t get many snaps because of
the ailing shoulder.
As far as the rest of the team, the message has been
that it doesn’t matter who the starting quarterback
is.
“As an offensive line, we’re just going to block for
whoever’s back there and try to give them as much
time to complete the passes,” offensive lineman
Cody Gibson said. “Connor fought really hard in the
Vanderbilt game — he battled. He took the ball and
ran it and took some shots, but no matter who’s back
there, we’re going to do our best for them.”

The message for East Carolina is likely the same,
as the run has become the main priority with or
without Shaw. If Shaw is sidelined, Lattimore and
Kenny Miles will see the majority of the snaps if the
passing game can’t find a rhythm, and if Shaw plays,
he’ll likely lean on his legs because he’ll be battling
pain in his throwing shoulder.
Spurrier said he’s not worried about teams
focusing on the run. If nothing’s broken, there’s
nothing to fi x.
“W hen we went 11-2 and [Shaw] won, as a
quarterback, six or seven of those games he didn’t
throw for a ton of yards in hardly any of them,”
Spurrier said. “So, whether or not we’re going to
start doing that, we’re going to wait and see. But he
runs extremely well. He’s good runner with the ball.
That’s a big part of our offense.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

Lee Walker / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC coach Steve Spurrier said the formula for winning at Vanderbilt last Thursday night was running the ball.

Shaw a game-time decision for home opener
Spurrier says left tackle
Shell could move to right
Kyle Heck

KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The day before the Gamecocks
make their 2012 home debut, there
is still no defi nite answer to whether
junior quarterback Connor Shaw
w ill play against East Carolina.
Shaw suffered a severe bone bruise
du r i ng last Thu rsday ’s game at
Vanderbilt. South Carolina coach
Steve Spurrier told listeners on his

weekly call-in show Thursday night
basically the same thing he has said
the past couple of days.
“ He t h rew t he ba l l a rou nd a
little bit (Thursday),” Spurrier said.
“We’ll see how he feels tomorrow
and Saturday, so he is still a little
iffy. He thinks he can play, but if
he’s in pain, we are not going to play
him. Our trainers keep think ing
that there is no way he can hurt
the bone bruise anymore and that
he has a good chance of playing, so
we’re just going to wait it out until
Saturday.”
Spurrier said he will likely make

a decision on Shaw’s availability at
around 11:30 a.m. Saturday during
t he G a meco c k ’s f i n a l preg a me
workout.
Spurrier also said he was surprised
to find out that East Carolina has
won the last three meetings with
the Gamecocks in Columbia and
remembers saying, “Dadgum, how
did that happen?”
“They were pretty good, and we
weren’t very good back then I guess,”
Spurrier added. “The conversation
out of Greenville, N.C., is that they
are coming here to beat us. This is
not just a big college team against a

Lee Walker / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC coach Steve Spurrier said on his call-in show the Gamecocks were fortunate to beat Vanderbilt last Thursday night.

smaller college. We need our fans
revved up, and we need to play well.”
Shell to right tackle?: Redshirt
freshman tackle Brandon Shell had
been playing the left tackle position
the entire spring and summer and
played some of the game against
Vanderbilt on the left side. But after
leaving late in the first half, Shell
has reportedly been practicing at the
right tackle position some this week.
“I t hink he likes it over t here
better,” Spurrier said. “He told me
he felt a little more comfortable over
there. I think he played it a little
in high school, and for whatever
reason, we started him at left tackle
here. Really, there is no difference,
and we’re just trying to get our best
people on the field.”
Spur r ier g ratef ul for w in at
Va nderbi lt: Spu r r ier ex pressed
concern about how his teams often
fail to put anyone away, referencing
t h e Va n d y g a m e w h e r e t h e
Gamecocks got out to a 10-0 lead
only to let the Commodores get
right back in it.
“There was about 10 plays in that
game t hat could have made us a
loser, and they all went our way;
we were very fortunate to win the
game,” Spurrier said. “We didn’t
play very well.”
Spurrier wants more life from
team: The Gamecocks’ eighth-year
coach came down hard on his players
for not showing enough emotion
Thursday night against Vanderbilt.
Spurrier was particularly harsh on
his bench players, threatening to
take them off the sideline if their
attitude didn’t improve.
“We didn’t have a lot of life on
the sideline,” Spurrier said. “The
best enthusiasm we had was from
our fans that came to the game. We
had a bunch of deadbeat guys on the
sideline, and that was disappointing.
Guys t hat don’t play, t hey need
to be up there cheering for their
teammates. They’d better do that
this week, or they won’t be suiting
up a lot more. It’s important that
your bench is alive and cheering for
the guys out there.”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
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Student ticketing runs into glitches
Technical problem prevents students
from being able to cancel tickets for ECU
Amanda Coyne & Thad Moore
NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

USC’s new student ticketing system, hosted by
Ticketmaster, has already run into problems.
The Student Ticketing Exchange, which allows
students who were not awarded season tickets in a
lottery this summer to claim tickets on a first-come,
first-served basis, was not accessible to students until
Thursday evening due to a technical problem.
The Athletics Ticketing office learned of the
problem, which was keeping students from canceling
and claiming tickets, earlier this week, according to
Anna Edwards, director of student services.
In the intervening days, Ticketmaster and the
ticketing office developed an alternative portal that
will let students claim available tickets, according to

Edwards.
But the system wouldn’t allow students to cancel
their tickets, so students who hadn’t confirmed their
tickets saw them removed from their accounts at 5
p.m. Thursday afternoon, the original deadline to do
so. That removal didn’t carry any penalties for the
students, Edwards said.
A release detailing the problem and the new system
was also sent at 5 p.m.
But the removal didn’t apply to the more than 10,000
season ticket holders who had claimed their tickets by
the Thursday deadline, according to Edwards.
Questions about the timing of that email, how many
students’ tickets were removed and whether USC will
return to the original Ticketmaster system were not
answered by press time Thursday night.
The email from Ticketing contained instructions
explaining how students without tickets could claim
upper- and lower-deck tickets.
At 7 p.m. Thursday, about 500 lower-deck tickets and

more than 2,000 in the upper deck were available on
the exchange, according to Edwards.
In the meantime, the online system still appears to
have some issues, and students who had confirmed their
tickets online can’t cancel tickets on the Ticketmaster
website.
Instead, Student Ticketing is asking students to send
an email to sastutix@mailbox.sc.edu with the subject
line “cancel my ticket” before Saturday at noon. If they
don’t, they’ll lose their season passes.
“We’re asking that they send us an email so that
we can make sure those students aren’t penalized,”
Edwards wrote in an email response.
Students with issues can email sastutix@mailbox.
sc.edu, call 803-777-4274 or visit the box office at the
Colonial Life Arena, which will extend its hours today
from 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
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Secondary prepares for fast pace

Gamecocks look to
contain pass-heavy ECU
Kyle Heck

KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Things were look ing good for
South Carolina in its season opener
at Vanderbilt. The Gamecocks held
a 10-0 lead with 11 minutes to go
in the second quarter, and they had
held the Commodores to 61 yards of
offense on 21 plays.
That was until USC sophomore
safet y Brison Williams mistimed
a jump on a pass over the middle,
a l low i ng Va ndy receiver Jorda n
Matthews to make the catch and
race 78 yards for the touchdown.
A ll of t he moment u m t he
Gamecocks had just moments before
was gone, and t he Commodores
were right back in the game.
In a nutshell, that shows how much
of an impact the secondary has on a
football team, according to position
coach Grady Brown. Do your job
and you can shut down an offense;
make one mistake, and the whole
game can change.
“It’s a highly critical position. You
can’t make mistakes, and normally,
when you make mistakes, they go
for six, so we kind of practice that
way and pay attention to detail every
day,” Brown said.
“If a defensive lineman or
linebacker misses a tack le, it’s 6
yards; if we miss a tack le, it’s six
points,” senior safety D.J. Swearinger
said.
The defensive back position was
a concern coming into the season
for USC, as junior Jimmy Legree
a nd redsh i r t sophomore V ic tor
Hampton, two fi rst-year starters at
the position, replaced first-round
draft choice Stephon Gilmore and
injured senior Akeem Auguste.
Legree and Hampton — along
with the rest of the secondary — will
get a tough test when East Carolina
comes to town Saturday. Last season,
t he Pirates averaged 4 4 passing
attempts and 286 passing yards a
game. They are off to a similar start
this season after quarterback Rio
Johnson completed 28 of 43 passes
for 242 yards and two touchdowns
in their 35-13 season-opening win
against Appalachian State.
A lt h o u g h U S C d e f e at e d t h e
Pirates 56-37 last year in Charlotte,
N.C., the defense still allowed ECU
q u a r t e r b ac k D o m i n iq ue D a v i s
to t hrow for 260 yards and four
touchdowns. Brown knows his unit
has to be ready for the fast-paced
attack again this year.
“ We def i n itely need to be i n

Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC senior safety D.J. Swearinger said the Gamecocks need to improve on lining up on time against ECU this Saturday.
position to play well on the deep
ball,” Brown said. “You have to do
a good job of playing the perimeter
screen and coming up and making
good tackles. Defi nitely have to be
ready for the up-tempo offense, and
you can’t be lackadaisical in getting
lined up.”
Bot h coaches and players
expressed how impressed they were
w it h t he tack ling of Legree and
Hampton in the Vanderbilt game.
Legree knows tackling will be a high
priority Saturday and said it has been
something the secondary has been
working on all year.
“Coach Brown, being a new coach,
worked on tackling drills every day
[in spring and summer],” Legree
said. “That’s not something we did
every day in the past, so that helped
me out a lot. Last year, I didn’t do so

well. It’s going to be a challenge, but
I am going to be ready for it.”
Leg ree said watching t he
Vanderbilt tape put a “smile on my
face” because he was able to see
himself make all of the plays that
came his way. The Beaufort native
finished with seven tackles — one
of t hem for loss — and one pass
breakup in the season opener.
Because t he ECU offense uses
screen passes and runs a fast-paced
of f e n s e , t he e nt i r e G a m e c o c k
secondary knows it must make the
plays that come its way. There will be
more opportunity for mistakes such
as the 78-yarder in the Vanderbilt
game to occur this Saturday. The
plan, according to Swearinger, is for
people to be in the right place at the
right time and use their quickness.
“We had t imes where we were

GAMEDAY 411
East Carolina @ South Carolina

WHERE:

Williams-Brice
Stadium in Columbia, S.C. (capacity of
80,250)

WHEN:

Kickoff is scheduled for
12:21 p.m. ET.

THE LINE: South Carolina by
21.5 points

WEATHER:

T he forec a st
for the Columbia area on Sat urday
afternoon calls for a chance of isolated
thunderstorms with a 30-percent chance
of precipitation. The high temperature
is supposed to be 90 degrees with a low
of 66.

LAST MEETING:

South
Carolina 56 -37 in 2011 at Bank of
America Stadium in Charlotte, N.C.

SERIES: South Carolina leads
11-5.

Gameday Information:

walk ing arou nd and not get t ing
lined up (in time),” Swearinger said.
“We’re tak ing t hat to heart t his
week, and we’re going to get better
at that. We have to use what God has
given us, and that’s speed. We have a
lot of speed on this defense, and with
[ECU] wanting to go side to side,
that will play into our hands.”
Though the Pirate offense could
p o se a c h a l lenge, it cou ld a l so
present an opportunity.
“It gives me a lot of confidence
that [ECU] passes the ball a whole
l o t ,” Sw e a r i n g e r s a i d . “ M o r e
o p p o r t u n it ie s f o r m e a n d t h e
secondary to get picks.”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

IN THE
MEDIA
TELEVISION:

The game
will be televised on SEC Network. Dave
Neal will handle play-by-play duties.
Andre Ware is the color analyst. Cara
Capuano is the sideline reporter. A
replay will be shown Sunday at 8 p.m.
on SportSouth. Andy Demetra will be
the play-by-play man, and Brad Muller
is the analyst on the replay.

R ADIO :

L o c a l l y, t he g a m e
will be broadcast on 107.5 FM. Todd
Ellis will handle play-by-play duties.
Tommy Suggs is the color analyst.
L a n g s t o n M o o r e i s t h e s id e l i n e
reporter. Additionally, a simulcast of the
Gamecock Radio Network broadcast
will be simulcast on SiriusXM Satellite
Radio. The game will be on Sirius
channel 139 and XM channel 194.

All parking lots, including the former farmers market, the Fairgrounds, ETV, Capital City Stadium and the National Guard
Armory, will open at 8 a.m. on Saturday. Gameday parking will be available in the Fairgrounds for $40 per space while a limited
number of spaces will also be available in the back of the former farmers market. Gas grilling is permitted in the parking lots,
but charcoal grilling is prohibited.
Beginning with the 2012 season, the South Carolina Department of Public Safety will be enforcing the NO PARKING zones
in the following areas before and during home football games:
– Key Road between the railroad tracks and Idlewide Boulevard
– South Stadium Road
– National Guard Road between Bluff Road and the last entrance into the old farmers market
– Shop Road between George Rogers Boulevard and Idlewide Boulevard
– Hemlock Road between Bluff Road and Oakdale Street
The NO PARKING zones will be enforced by a combination of parking enforcement officers, City of Columbia police
officers and Richland County deputies. If a vehicle is towed from one of these areas, the owner will need to check with the
agency responsible for enforcement in that area in order to retrieve the vehicle.
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BEHIND ENEMY LINES
Five questions with East Carolinian
Chase Kroll
East Carolinian Sports Editor
1. How different is the ECU offense this year
without Dominique Davis?
Losing a quarterback like Dominique Davis, who holds quite a few school
records, is never easy, but the ECU offense should look very similar. Rio
Johnson spent two years learning behind Davis and has developed into a
quarterback with similar qualities. He can make the necessary throws in
the Pirates’ pass-happy offense and isn’t afraid to tuck his shoulder and run,
either.
One difference this year could be the coaching staff’s decision to lean
on the run game a bit more to help Johnson get comfortable. The Pirates
used a stable of four running backs, totaling 148 yards on 33 carries, against
(Appalachian) State last week.

2 . Doe s last year ’s early lead again st the
Gamecocks give the Pirates some confidence
going into this season’s matchup?
ECU felt like they let a golden opportunity slip away last season after
rushing out to a 24-14 lead at the half before falling 56-37 in Charlotte.
The fact that ECU went up 17-0 to start the game defi nitely instills the
confidence in the Pirates that they can keep up. But, aside from gaining
confidence and experience, that game gave ECU something to prove. The
players and fans remember watching the game slip away, and that alone
should provide enough incentive to go out and play their best game.

3. Does the defense have an answer for the USC
rushing attack?
ECU’s defense prides itself on being built through the middle. Highlighted by
All-American linebacker Jeremy Grove, the Pirates’ front seven will need to be
dominant.
Up front, the Pirates will be without starting nose tackle Michael Brooks, a
preseason first team All-Conference USA selection. So the Pirate to watch on
defense will be his replacement, Terrell Stanley.
The key to the game for the defense won’t be to stop Marcus Lattimore; it will be
to contain him. Vanderbilt’s defense provided a decent blueprint that ECU needs to
follow. Lattimore will get his stats, but if the defense keeps it close, things could get
interesting.

4. How closely has ECU been monitoring the health of
quarterback Connor Shaw, and do the Pirates see this
is as an opportunity to pull the upset?
Pirate Nation has definitely been staying up to date on Connor Shaw’s health
status. ECU will absolutely have a better chance at winning if Dylan Thompson is
in the game for the Gamecocks.
ECU is the underdog, and the fans know that. The Pirates will have to play their
best game, like I alluded to earlier, to win against a South Carolina team that is full
of talent. But Pirate Nation loves playing (as) the underdog and has had some recent
success. So, even if Shaw plays, ECU fans and players alike will always feel like they
can go out and pull off the upset against such a formidable opponent.

5. Prediction time — who ya got?
I couldn’t call myself a Pirate fan if I didn’t pick ECU in this game. So although
I was born in Columbia, my mom graduated from USC and my grandma probably
won’t speak to me for a week, I’m predicting ECU 31, USC 28.

File Photo

ECU coach Ruffin McNeill got the Pirates out to a 17-0 lead against the Gamecocks in the season opener last season but ended up losing 56-37 in Bank of America Stadium.
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Penn State looks to rebound at UVA

Kyle Heck

KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Penn State (0-1) @ Virginia (1-0), noon, ABC

Both Penn State and Virginia are coming off drastically different season openers.
For the Nittany Lions, it was a disappointing start to a new era as they let an
11-point halftime lead evaporate before losing to Ohio 24-14. PSU quarterback Matt
McGloin went 27-48 for 260 yards and two touchdowns, but his interception, one of
three Penn State turnovers on the day, proved costly. It was Penn State’s first seasonopening loss since 2001. On the other hand, Virginia rolled in its 2012 opener,
beating FCS Richmond 43-19. UVA quarterback Michael Rocco threw for 311 yards
and a touchdown against the Spiders. The Cavaliers racked up 545 yards of offense
against the FCS team while the Nittany Lions managed just 352 yards against
Ohio. PSU will look to avoid its first 0-2 start since the 2001 season. The absence of
halfback Silas Redd, who left the team to transfer to Southern Cal, was noticeably
felt as Penn State managed only 92 yards rushing against Ohio. The Nittany Lions
may have to throw the ball 40-plus times again, as Virginia held Richmond to 28
yards rushing last Saturday.

No. 16 Nebraska (1-0) @ UCLA (1-0), 7:30 p.m., Fox

The big story line in this game is going to be the return of Cornhusker quarterback
Taylor Martinez to his home state. The junior will be looking to improve off one of
the biggest games of his career last Saturday. Martinez threw for 354 yards and five
touchdowns in the 49-20 victory over a good Southern Miss team. However, the
Cornhuskers may be without star halfback Rex Burkhead, who suffered an MCL
sprain in the opener. This likely means more pressure on the dual-threat Martinez.
Jim Mora got off to a great start in his UCLA coaching debut, beating Rice 49-24
on the Owls’ home field. In his first career start, UCLA quarterback Brett Hundley
went 21-28 for 202 yards and two touchdowns while also rushing for 68 yards and
another score. Points may be easy to come by in this one as the two teams combined
for 1,278 yards in their respective season openers. Nebraska leads the all-time series
6-4 and defeated UCLA 14-13 in 1995 in their last visit to Los Angeles.

No. 18 Oklahoma State (1-0) @ Arizona (1-0), 10:30 p.m.,
Pac-12 Network
This week will likely prove to be more of a test for the Cowboys than last Saturday,
when they disintegrated Savannah State 84-0. Every starter for Oklahoma State was
pulled by the end of the first quarter, and the team racked up 682 yards of offense
against Savannah State. Junior halfback Joseph Randle, who rushed for 1,216 yards
and 24 touchdowns last season, ran for 107 yards and two touchdowns on just six
carries against Savannah State. Freshman quarterback Wes Hunt completed all 11
of his pass attempts but will play his first college road game against a Wildcat team
led by new coach Rich Rodriguez. Arizona just got by Toledo, 24-17, in overtime in
its season debut. The score may be deceiving as the Wildcats piled up 624 yards of
offense and had two touchdowns negated by penalties. Senior Wildcat quarterback
Matt Hunt, taking over for Nick Foles, threw for 346 yards and two touchdowns
while completing 30-46 of his pass attempts in the season opener. Arizona also
appears to be in good shape at tailback after sophomore Ka’Deem Carey rushed for
147 yards and a touchdown on 20 attempts in the win.

No. 13 Wisconsin (1-0) @
Oregon State (0-0), 4 p.m., FX

Miami (1-0) @ No. 21 Kansas State (1-0), noon, FX

These two teams meet again after Kansas State’s 28-24 win in Miami last season.
Both teams come into this year’s game after breakout games by their tailbacks in
their respective season openers. KSU junior halfback John Hubert rushed for 152
yards and a touchdown in the Wildcats’ 51-9 win over Missouri State. For Miami,
it was a freshman who burst onto the scene. Duke Johnson, a Miami native, had
touchdown runs of 56 and 54 yards to rack up 135 yards on just seven carries in the
Hurricanes’ 41-32 win at Boston College. KSU got off to a slow start against FCS
Missouri State and only had a 16-9 lead going into the fourth quarter before taking
over the game. While Wildcat quarterback Collin Klein is known for his legs, the
junior may have a big game through the air, as Miami allowed Boston College to
pass for 441 yards last Saturday. Nevertheless, both teams are more likely to rely on
the run game after each rushed for more than 200 yards in their respective season
opening wins. Miami has struggled on the road against ranked teams, losing 10 of
its last 11 such games.

Wisconsin survived a scare in its season
opener, hanging on to beat FCS opponent
Northern Iowa 26-21 after holding a 26-7
lead early in the fourth quarter. Danny
O’Brien, a transfer from Maryland,
threw for 219 yards and two touchdowns
in his Badger debut. This is the second
straight season that Wisconsin has had a
transfer start at quarterback. Last season
it was Russell Wilson, now starting for
the NFL’s Seattle Seahawks, who led
the Badgers to their second straight Big
Ten title. O’Brien and company continue
their pursuit of three against an Oregon
State team that still hasn’t played a game
this season. Their 2012 opener against
Nicholls State was canceled because
NSU was unable to fly out of Louisiana
due to Hurricane Isaac. There has been
recent history between these two teams
as last year in Madison, Wis., the Badgers
battered a young Oregon State team
35-0. The Beavers are looking to improve
on a forgettable 2011 season where they
finished 3-9. Wisconsin is the highestranked nonconference opponent to play
at Oregon State since 1977.

North Carolina (1-0) @ Wake Forest (1-0), 3:30 p.m., ESPN3

The Tarheels open up their conference schedule after an impressive 62-0 defeat
of Elon to start the 2012 season. The 62 points were the most scored by UNC in 17
years, and the record came on the debut of new coach Larry Fedora. The Tarheels’
new no-huddle spread attack racked up 524 yards against the Phoenix while UNC’s
new 4-2-5 defense was able to hold Elon to 128 yards while forcing four turnovers.
Wake Forest didn’t look nearly as dominant as the Tarheels in its season opener,
just managing to get by Liberty 20-17. The Demon Deacons trailed late in the
third quarter, 14-7, before safety A.J. Marshall returned an interception 39 yards
for a touchdown. The Flames outgained Wake 363-293. However, the Demon
Deacons will look to build on wide receiver Michael Campanaro’s performance after
the junior had 96 yards receiving and a touchdown against Elon. UNC defeated
Wake 49-24 last season in Chapel Hill. Without the no-huddle offense the Demon
Deacons will likely need more players to step up.

Photos courtesy of MCT Campus
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Missouri starts SEC play by hosting Georgia

Paulina Berkovich

PBERKOVICH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

No. 6 Georgia @ Missouri,
Saturday, Sept. 8, 7:45 p.m.,
ESPN2

Missouri plays its first conference
game as a member of the SEC after
crushing Southeastern Louisiana 6210, putting up 207 offensive yards
in the first quarter alone. But the
Tigers’ defense will have its hands
full containing the Bulldogs’ offense.
Georgia won its season opener against
Buffalo 45-23 after a breakout showing
from freshman Todd Gurley, who
rushed for 100 yards and also returned
a kickoff 100 yards for a touchdown,
allev iat i ng a ny concer n t hat t he
Bulldogs’ rushing game would suffer
without Isaiah Crowell.

Auburn @ Mis sis sippi
State, Saturday, Sept. 8,
noon, ESPN

Mississippi State opened its season
w it h a dom i na nt 56 -9 w i n over
Jackson State, but it will face a greater
challenge against the Tigers. Auburn
put up a fight against Clemson last
week but came up short in its 26-19
loss, despite 194 passing yards from
Kiehl Frazier, the team’s new starting
q u a r t e r b a c k . C l e m s o n’s A n d r e
Ellington proved impossible for the
defense to stop, rushing for more than
200 yards, but Auburn should have an
easier time containing the Bulldogs’
running game.

Lee Walker / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Western Kentucky @ No. 1
Alabama, Saturday, Sept. 8,
3:30 p.m., ESPN3

Perhaps the most highly anticipated
match of opening week turned into
a rout when Alabama defeated No.
8 M ich iga n 41-14. The Crimson
Tide will look to keep rolling against
Western Kentucky before facing its
fi rst major test of the season against
No. 10 A rkansas in Week 3. The
Hilltoppers dominated Austin Peay
49-10 last week, missing three field
goal attempts but winning on the
strength of quarterback Kawaun Jakes’
career-high 296 passing yards.

No. 23 Florida @ Texas
A&M, Saturday, Sept. 8, 3:30
p.m., ESPN

Texas A&M’s Week 1 matchup with
Louisiana Tech was suspended due to
weather, so it will now open its season
against an SEC foe. The Gators beat
Bowling Green last week, relying on
148 rushing yards from senior running
back M ike Gillislee to propel its
offense. Florida has named sophomore
Jeff Driskel the starting quarterback
after he and fellow sophomore Jacoby
Brissett shared playing time in the
opener. Driskel passed for 114 yards to
Brissett’s 31.

Georgia State @
Tennessee, Saturday, Sept.
8, 4 p.m., ESPN3

Tennessee’s 35-21 win over N.C.
State last weekend featured impressive
performances on both sides of the ball,
as junior quarterback Tyler Bray passed
for 333 yards and the defense forced
four interceptions. Wide receiver
Cordarelle Patterson kick-started the
Volunteers with two touchdowns in
the fi rst quarter. Tennessee will look
for another commanding victory over
Georgia State, which lost its season
opener to S.C. State before taking on
No. 23 Florida in Week 3.

Washington @ No. 3 LSU,
Saturday, Sept. 8, 7 p.m.,
ESPN

LSU faced little opposition from
North Texas during opening week,
taking a 21-0 lead on the first play of
the second quarter and never looking
back en route to a 41-14 win. Kenny
Hilliard and Alfred Blue each rushed
for more than 100 yards, combining
for more offensive yards than UNT as
a team. The Huskies beat San Diego
State last week, but their matchup with
LSU begins a stretch where they face
four ranked opponents in the next five
weeks.

Photos courtesy of MCT Campus

is confident in his cornerbacks but
that injury to Khari Usher makes the
team’s depth at safety a concern.

quarterback Landry Jones.

Arkansas last week. Quarterback Bo
Wallace, a junior college transfer,
c ol le c t e d 26 4 p a s s i n g y a r d s i n
his debut, leading Ole Miss to 35
unanswered points after it trailed 27-14
at halftime. UTEP lost its fi rst game
of the season to No. 4 Oklahoma,
but t he Miners didn’t go quietly.
The two teams were tied at halftime
before the Sooners pulled away behind

a punt and ran 58 yards toward his
own end zone, but the Golden Flashes
beat Towson 41-21 on the strength of
its defense, which forced six turnovers.
Kentucky quarterback Maxwell Smith,
who won the starting job after starting
the Wildcats’ last three games as a
freshman last season, will look to lead
his team after going just 2-for-6 in the
red zone in the opener.

V a n d e r b i l t
@
Northwestern,
Saturday,
Kent State @ Kentucky,
8, 8 p.m ., Big Ten
Saturday, Sept. 8, 7:30 p.m., Sept.
Network
UTEP @ Ole Miss, Saturday, ESPN3
Vanderbilt will look for its first
Kentucky will look to bounce back
Sept.
8, 7 p.m., ESPN
win against Northwestern after the
No. 10 Arkansas vs .
The Rebels began this season with this week after a 32-14 loss to No. 25
Commodores gave the Gamecocks a
L o u i s i a n a - M o n r o e , a seven-game
losing st reak f rom Louisville. Kent State had one of the
run for their money during opening
Saturday, Sept. 8, 7 p.m., last year, but they
snapped it with a most memorable plays of opening week
week, suffering a narrow 17-13 loss.
ESPNU
convincing 49-27 win over Central when linebacker Andre Parker caught
Arkansas cruised to a 49-24 win last
week in the debut of coach John L.
Smith, hired in the offseason to replace
Bobby Pet r i no. The R azorback s
exploded for 400 passing yards against
Jacksonville State, including a school
record 367 from starting quarterback
Tyler Wilson. For ULM, the game
against A rkansas is its first of the
season. Coach Todd Berry said he

The Wildcats came out on the winning
side of an even tighter game in Week
1, edging Syracuse 42-41 by scoring a
touchdown with less than a minute to
play. These two teams last met in 2010,
a game that Northwestern won 23-21.
A close game may be in the making.
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This week the Carolina Band celebrates the Olympic Spirit and recognizes
the accomplishments of the many Olympic athletes past and present
who represented the Garnet and Black.

